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Background: This study used a network meta-analysis to evaluate the efficacy of various different acupuncture 
types and language rehabilitation training on post-stroke dysarthria (PSD), and examined the possible mechanisms 
involved. There are often clinical studies comparing the effects of different acupuncture methods on dysarthria 
after stroke. The efficacy of these methods can be ranked by network meta-analysis. This is necessary for clinical 
acupoints selection. The results of this study illustrated the comparison of the therapeutic effects of 6 different 
acupuncture types, which can provide some reference for clinical acupoints selection and research.
Methods: A comprehensive search for clinical studies related to the use of acupuncture to treat PSD 
was conducted in eight English and Chinese databases. Patients were divided into six groups based on 
the acupoints selected, namely, tongue, neck, scalp, body, combination, and traditional acupuncture. The 
recovery of neurological function in the patients was assessed based on the curative impact and the National 
Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score. The quality of the included studies was evaluated using 
the Cochrane risk bias assessment tool and the STandards for Reporting Interventions in Clinical Trials of 
Acupuncture (STRICTA) criteria. A network meta-analysis was performed using the network-meta package 
of Stata 15.1 software based on frequency. The heterogeneity test, consistency test, head-to-head mixed 
comparison, efficacy ranking, and publication bias study were all performed. 
Results: A total of 47 studies were finally included. There was a total of 4,197 patients in the eligible 
studies. The model for network meta-analysis proved robust, with minimal heterogeneity and high 
consistency. Combined acupuncture combined with language rehabilitation training was the most effective in 
treating dysarthria symptoms, followed by tongue acupuncture (TA) and nape acupuncture (NA). In addition, 
the combined effect of acupuncture and language training was superior to that of acupuncture alone. In 
terms of recovery of nerve function, traditional acupuncture and body acupuncture were more effective. To 
facilitate the recovery of nerve function, increasing the frequency of acupoints is necessary. 
Conclusions: Combined acupuncture may have the most beneficial healing effect on PSD, followed by 
acupuncture of the tongue and the nape of the neck. In terms of recovery of nerve function, traditional 
acupuncture and body acupuncture may have more effective.
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Introduction

Dysarthria is a neuromotor language disorder. Thirty years 
ago, clinical observations led Darley et al. to propose a 
hypothesis of injury localization. Based on the diagnosis 
of potential nerve matrix damage and auditory-perceptual 
characteristics, neurological dysarthria can be classified 
into seven main types, namely, flaccid, spastic, ataxic, 
hypokinetic, hyperkinetic, unilateral upper motor neuron, 
and mixed, which includes bulbar palsy (lower motor neuron 
lesion), pseudobulbar palsy (upper motor neuron lesion), 
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (lesions to both upper and 
lower motor neurons), cerebellar disorders (lesions to the 
cerebellum), parkinsonism (extrapyramidal lesion), dystonia 
(extrapyramidal lesion), and chorea (extrapyramidal lesion) 
(1,2). Dysarthria is characterized by muscular weakness of 
the tongue, chin, lips, and throat, as well as uncoordinated 
respiratory control, dysphonia, resonance disorders, and 
disorders of speech fluency (3,4). Of these characteristics, 
dysphonia can occur in all types of dysarthria, manifested 
as atypical excessive changes in sound quality, pitch, and 
volume (1,5). These characteristics may be associated with 
atypical involuntary movement and caused by disorders 
of basal ganglia or cerebellar control circuits (6). Current 
treatments for dysarthria include speech training, Lee 
Silverman Voice Treatment (LSVTLOUD), oral-motor 
therapy, proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation (PNF) 

therapy, hyperbaric oxygen (HPO) therapy, phonation 
myoelectric stimulation, music therapy, psychotherapy, and 
traditional medicinal therapy. Dysarthria can be caused 
by a variety of factors, including degenerative diseases, 
congenital dysarthria, trauma, inflammation, and stroke. 

Stroke is associated with high incidence, mortality, 
disability, and recurrence. Dysarthria, as one of the main 
symptoms caused by medulla oblongata paralysis after 
stroke, can occur in 41% of stroke patients (7). More 
precisely, both flaccid dysarthria and spasmodic dysarthria 
can develop following brainstem strokes; repeated strokes 
can result in bilateral upper motor neuron damage and 
spastic dysarthria; and ataxia dysarthria can arise from 
cerebellar circuit disruption. Vascular lesions that cause 
dysarthria usually involve the superior cerebellar artery, 
posterior-inferior cerebellar artery, or anterior-inferior 
cerebellar artery. Additionally, stroke in the basal ganglion 
circuit can result in dyskinesia and hyperactive dysarthria. 
Stroke is by far the most prevalent cause of unilateral 
superior motor neuron dysarthria, which can result from 
obstruction of the left or right carotid artery and the 
middle cerebral artery. In addition, mixed dysarthria is 
also common. Motor neuron disease (MND) patients can 
experience mixed dysarthria induced by bulbar spasms and 
relaxation (8-10). Post-stroke dysarthria (PSD) symptoms 
are easily overlooked, causing patients to fail to seek 
help from medical and rehabilitation facilities in a timely 
manner. This failure may lead to significant negative 
impacts on the patient’s social life (11). Rehabilitation 
training is helpful in restoring a patient’s autonomous 
eating ability and language ability, thereby empowering 
patients to live a more active life (12). However, there 
have been limited studies on the clinical effects of various 
cognitive rehabilitation and therapy options for aphasia and 
dysarthria (4). New therapies, such as stem cell therapy, 
repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation, transcranial 
direct current stimulation, motor imagery, virtual reality, 
and new robotic therapies, have also been introduced in 
recent years (13-18). Furthermore, the National Institute 
for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guideline on 
MND evaluation and management published in February 
2019 recommends scheduling language therapists (SLT) 
and Augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) 
services. Combining SLT with neurology intervention 
allows patients to be evaluated and treated with SLT at 
diagnosis (19,20).

In recent years, the coronavirus disease caused by the 
SARS-CoV-2 virus, COVID-19, has been spreading 
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worldwide. COVID-19 can infiltrate the nervous system, 
causing central and peripheral nervous system injuries, such 
as loss of sense of smell, confusion, encephalopathy, seizures 
of Guillain-Barre syndrome, and stroke. Many of these 
neurological manifestations can also lead to dysphagia, 
dysphonia, and dysarthria (21-23). A study has shown 
that predictors of dysphagia, dysphonia, and dysarthria 
are a combination of previous diseases, neurological 
manifestations, and history of intubation (24). 

There is an urgent need to treat language disorders, 
dysphonia, and the consequences of dysarthria caused by 
various factors, but there is little evidence in the available 
literature. Acupuncture is a treatment modality from 
traditional Chinese medicine. At present, there is a lot 
of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) of acupuncture 
treatments for PSD reported in medical journals. Studies 
(25-28) have shown that tongue acupuncture (TA) and nape 
acupuncture (NA) are effective in the treatment of PSD, 
and clinical trials have been performed to verify that TA 
combined with NA and articulation training is effective in 
the treatment of PSD. Other studies have also reported 
the comparison of curative effects between different 
acupuncture methods, such as research on NA versus TA 
and scalp acupuncture (SA) (29,30), scalp needle versus 
body acupuncture (31), body acupuncture versus traditional 
acupuncture (32), combined acupuncture versus other 
acupuncture methods (33-35), etc. This reflects that there 
are many acupuncture methods to treat PSD in clinic, and 
it is necessary to explore the method with the better effect. 
However, it is difficult to design a randomized trial that 
includes control groups of all acupuncture types in clinical 
research. This current study used econometric analysis to 
determine the difference in therapeutic effects of different 
acupuncture types combined with language training for the 
treatment of dysarthria based on available clinical research 
data. Acupuncture treatments for dysarthria were divided 
into six groups based on the selected acupoints, including 
TA, neck acupuncture, SA, body acupuncture, traditional 
acupuncture, and compound acupuncture. A network meta-
analysis was undertaken to investigate the efficacy of the 
six acupuncture modalities described above. In addition, 
the mechanisms of action of acupuncture in the treatment 
of PSD were summarized and inferred based on existing 
research. This investigation will provide a reference for the 
selection of clinical treatment acupoints and further the 
understanding of the mechanisms involved in acupuncture. 
We present the following article in accordance with the 
PRISMA-NMA reporting checklist (available at https://atm.

amegroups.com/article/view/10.21037/atm-22-5583/rc).

Methods

The methodology in the present study was developed in 
reference to traditional meta-analysis and network meta-
analysis in the PRISMA statement (36-38), as well as the 
system review in the Cochrane Handbook (39). The study 
was registered in PROSPERO with the registration number 
CRD42022322100 (25), and the research progress was 
updated in real-time during the implementation process.

Literature search strategies

Eight English and Chinese databases, including PubMed, 
Embase, Cochrane Library, Web of Science, CNKI, 
Wanfang database,  Chongqing VIP database,  and 
China Biology Medicine disc (CBMdisc), were searched 
for literatures related to dysarthria and acupuncture. 
The search words in PubMed included the following: 
“Dysarthrias”, “Flaccid Dysarthria”, “Hypokinetic 
Dysarthria”, “Scanning Dysarthria”, “Spastic Dysarthria”, 
“Hyperkinetic Dysarthria”, “Guttural Dysarthria”, “Mixed 
Dysarthria”, “stroke”, “Cerebrovascular Accident”, 
“CVA”, “Cerebrovascular Apoplexy”, “Brain Vascular 
Accident”, “Cerebrovascular Stroke”, “Apoplexy”, 
“Cerebral Stroke”, “Acute Stroke”, “Acute Cerebrovascular 
Accident”, “Acupuncture”, “electroacupuncture”, “electro-
acupuncture”, and “electric acupuncture”. Literatures 
published from the inception of the database to March 2022 
were included, with no restrictions on the language. The 
literature search process was conducted by two researchers 
and the results were discussed and summarized. The 
PubMed retrieval strategy is shown in Table 1.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Participants
Participants were patients with PSD, and there were no 
restrictions on the type of stroke, patient gender, age, nor 
course of the disease. Patients with dysarthria not caused by 
stroke, or complete aphasia, were excluded.

Interventions
The intervention group underwent acupuncture treatment 
for PSD, which could be combined or not combined with 
language training. The acupuncture types the studies 
used should be included in the six acupuncture types of 

https://atm.amegroups.com/article/view/10.21037/atm-22-5583/rc
https://atm.amegroups.com/article/view/10.21037/atm-22-5583/rc
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Table 1 The PubMed literature retrieval strategy

Number Query

#1 dysarthrias(MeSH Terms)

#2 (((((((Dysarthrias(Title/Abstract)] OR (Flaccid Dysarthria(Title/Abstract)]) OR (Hypokinetic Dysarthria(Title/Abstract)]) OR (Scanning 
Dysarthria(Title/Abstract)]) OR (Spastic Dysarthria(Title/Abstract)]) OR (Hyperkinetic Dysarthria(Title/Abstract)]) OR (Guttural 
Dysarthria(Title/Abstract)]) OR (Guttural Dysarthria(Title/Abstract)]

#3 #1 or #2

#4 (Stroke(MeSH Terms)] OR (strokes(MeSH Terms)]

#5 ((((((((((((stroke(Title/Abstract)] OR (strokes(Title/Abstract)]) OR (Cerebrovascular Accident(Title/Abstract)]) OR (Cerebrovascular 
Accidents(Title/Abstract)]) OR (CVA(Title/Abstract)]) OR (CVAs(Title/Abstract)]) OR (Cerebrovascular Apoplexy(Title/Abstract)]) 
OR (Brain Vascular Accident(Title/Abstract)]) OR (Cerebrovascular Stroke(Title/Abstract)]) OR (Apoplexy(Title/Abstract)]) OR 
(Cerebral Stroke(Title/Abstract)]) OR (Acute Stroke(Title/Abstract)]) OR (Acute Cerebrovascular Accident(Title/Abstract)]

#6 #4 or #5

#7 (acupuncture(MeSH Terms)] OR (electroacupuncture(MeSH Terms)]

#8 ((acupuncture(Title/Abstract)] OR (electroacupuncture(Title/Abstract)]) OR (electric acupuncture(Title/Abstract)]

#9 #7 or #8

#10 #3 and #6 and #9

this research. Otherwise, it will be excluded. Language 
training should include pronunciation training, speech 
discrimination, intonation, rhythm, speed training, which 
are training methods for articulation. In addition, any 
research on a third intervention measure was excluded, such 
as combined massage, combined electrical stimulation, or 
combined moxibustion.

Controls
In order to ensure the consistency of the network meta-
analysis, the control group should be the one in the six 
acupuncture types, which could be combined or not 
combined with language training. And the simple language 
training. Controls other than acupuncture and language 
training were excluded. 

Outcome
The primary outcome index of this study was the curative 
effect, with the Frenchay dysarthria assessment scale score 
or other language function rating scales used as evaluation 
indicators. If the evaluation grade improved, the results 
were valid; otherwise, they were invalid. The National 
Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) was used as a 
secondary outcome indicator to evaluate the recovery of 
neurological function.

Study
The included studies were clinical randomized controlled 
trials of acupuncture for the treatment of PSD. Non-
randomized controlled trials, semi-randomized controlled 
trials, animal experiments, medical record reports, 
systematic evaluation or review, qualitative studies, 
conference reports, and graduation theses were all excluded.

Study selection and data extraction

An information extraction table was created to collate 
the necessary data, including basic patient information, 
eligibility, characteristics, risk bias evaluation of the 
research methodology, and patient outcomes. According 
to the inclusion and exclusion criteria, 47 trials were 
included in the current investigation. To avoid subjective 
bias, two researchers independently screened the studies 
and extracted the information, and any disagreements were 
resolved through discussion. The main contents of the 
included studies are shown in the information summary 
table.

Risk of bias assessment

The quality evaluation was performed using the Cochrane 
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bias risk assessment tool (26), which involved selection 
bias, performance bias, attrition bias, reporting bias, and 
other biases. Bias was graded into three categories, namely, 
“low risk”, “high risk”, and “unclear.” Risk assessment 
was independently conducted by two researchers and any 
disputes were resolved through discussion.

Report quality assessment of included RCTs

The STandards for Reporting Interventions in Clinical 
Trials of Acupuncture (STRICTA) criteria (40) was used 
to evaluate the design quality of acupuncture clinical 
trials. There are six categories in the STRICTA criteria, 
and each category includes some subcategories, with 17 
entries, and 6 scores in total. If the score is less than 2, the 
report quality is “poor”. If the score is between 2-4, the 
report quality is “medium”. If the score is more than 4, the 
report quality is “good”. These items were used to evaluate 
acupuncture rationale, details of needling, treatment 
regimen, other components of treatment, practitioner 
background, and control or comparator interventions. The 
scoring table by two researchers independently after the 
training. If the research meets the classification criteria, 
1 point will be given; otherwise, 0 point will be given. 
The categories with subcategories were divided equally 
to score, with one as the denominator and the number of 
subcategories as the numerator. The scoring criteria were 
consistent with the similar study published previously (41). 
Cohen’s к- statistic was used to evaluate the consistency 
of the results. SPSS software version 26.0 was used for 
statistic. The STRICTA scores were summarized by median 
and interquartile ranges.

Grouping according to the six acupuncture types

According to the different therapeutic acupoints, 
patients were divided into the following six groups: SA, 
tongue acupuncture (TA), neck acupuncture (NA), body 
acupuncture (BA), combined acupuncture (CA), and 
traditional acupuncture (TDA). The TDA group underwent 
treatment acupoints recommended in the teaching 
materials, consensus, or guidelines on PSD, including 
GB20 (fengchi), SJ17 (yifeng), DU15 (yamen), PC6 
(neiguan), HT5 (tongli), DU26 (shuigou), SP6 (sanyinjiao), 
ST36 (zusanli), REN23 (lianquan), Jinjin, and Yuye. The 
SA group used the scalp acupoints as the experimental 
acupoints or increased the number of scalp acupoints 
based on TDA. The TA group used the tongue acupoints 

as the experimental acupoints or increased the number of 
tongue acupoints and stimulation based on TDA. The NA 
group used neck acupoints as the experimental acupoints 
or increased the number of neck acupoints based on TDA. 
The BA group used body acupoints as the experimental 
acupoints or increased the number of body acupoints and 
manipulation based on TDA. The CA group selected and 
combined more than two methods from SA, TA, NA, and 
BA as the experimental group.

 Statistical analysis

The network meta-analysis of this study was performed 
using the frequency framework under the PRISMA network 
meta-analysis guideline (36,42). Throughout the data 
analysis process, the network-meta software package in Stata 
15.1 was used to create network evidence plots, comparison-
adjusted plots, inconsistency test plots, prediction interval 
plots, and Sucra probability plots. A random-effects model 
was used for network meta-analysis. 

Efficacy was presented as a binary variable, using the 
odds ratio (OR) with 95% confidence interval (CI) as the 
effect size. The NIHSS score was presented as continuous 
variables, using mean difference (MD) with 95% CI as the 
effect size. Used P value as the statistical effect value. If P 
value >0.05, the difference is not statistically significant. 
If P value ≤0.05, the difference is statistically significant. 
The index, I2, was used to represent the heterogeneity of 
direct comparison among studies (43). When I² ≤50%, the 
heterogeneity was considered to be low; when I² >50%, the 
heterogeneity was considered to be high. 

The consistency of the main outcome indicators was 
tested with three methods. First, as a method of checking 
loop consistency, the inconsistency factor (IF) test was 
used to compare the variable to zero, and if the result 
contained zero, the consistency was favorable. Second, 
the node-splitting method was used to verify whether the 
results of the direct comparison are consistent with that of 
the indirect comparison (44). Third, a prediction interval 
chart was drawn to reflect the consistency between mixed 
comparison and prediction value. The secondary outcome 
indicators were tested using the IF test and node splitting 
method. 

A chart was created to represent the head-to-head mixed 
comparison of network meta-analysis. The Sucra cumulative 
probability was used to rate the efficacy of interventions, 
and the comparison-adjusted plot was used to investigate 
publication bias for more than ten comparison items (45).
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Figure 1 The literature selection and inclusion process.
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Identification of studies via databases

Records screened (n=353)

Full-text articles assessed for eligibility (n=109)

Studies included in qualitative synthesis  

(meta-analysis) (n=47)

Records removed before screening:

Duplicate records removed (n=378)

Excluded after reading title/abstract (n=244)

Full-text excluded (n=62):

• Non randomized controlled trial (n=12)

• Intervention exclusion (n=11)

• Outcome exclusion (n=3)

• Thesis (n=29)

• Repeated publication (n=6)

• False data (n=1)

Results

Research selection and inclusion

A total of 731 articles related to acupuncture treatment of 
PSD were obtained from 8 Chinese and English databases, 
with 378 duplicates removed. After reading the titles and 
abstracts, 244 irrelevant articles were deleted. Screening of 
the full text of the remaining 109 literature resulted in the 
removal of 12 non-randomized controlled trials, 11 studies 
with ineligible treatments, 3 studies with unrelated primary 
and secondary outcomes, 29 theses, 6 repeated reports, 
and 1 study with obvious data errors. Finally, a total of 47 
clinical studies related to acupuncture in the treatment of 
PSD were included in the network meta-analysis (Figure 1).

Basic characteristics of the included study

This meta-analysis included 47 studies, including 3 trials 
retrieved from English databases and 44 literatures from 
Chinese databases. There was a total of 4,197 patients in the 

eligible studies, with an average age of 50–60 years. There 
were more patients with cerebral infarction compared to 
patients with cerebral hemorrhage. Both the course of 
disease and treatment period were 1–2 months. The basic 
information on the included literatures are shown in the 
supplementary materials (Table S1).

Of the 47 reports, 36 were 2-arm studies, 10 were 3-arm 
studies, and 1 was a 4-arm study. These studies involved 13 
types of intervention measures, comprising nape acupuncture 
combined language rehabilitation training (NA&LRT), TA 
combined with language rehabilitation training (TA&LRT), 
scalp acupuncture combined with rehabilitation language 
training (SA&LRT), body acupuncture combined with 
language rehabilitation training (BA&LRT), combined 
acupuncture and language rehabilitation training (CA&LRT), 
traditional acupuncture combined with rehabilitation 
language training (TDA&LRT), language rehabilitation 
training (LRT), blank control (BC), nape acupuncture (NA), 
TA, scalp acupuncture (SA), body acupuncture (BA), and 
traditional acupuncture (TDA) (Table 2). 

https://cdn.amegroups.cn/static/public/ATM-22-5583-supplementary.pdf
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Table 2 A summary of basic information of the 47 included studies

Study, year
Sample size (n) 

(EG/CG)
Experimental group Control group

Course of 
treatment

Outcome

Guan ZM  
2016 (27)

120 (60/60) SA (GB20, Gongxue, Yiming, Naokong): 
posterior head; 20 min/session

BC 20 days ①

Shi SF 2012 (28) 57 (30/27) SA & LRT (DU21, SJ17, Sishencong): top 
head and posterior head; 30 min/session

LRT 0.5 month ①

Bi Y 2012 (29) 60 (30/30) NA (Nei daying): pharyngeal itching;  
30 min/session

TA (Jinjin, Yuye): prick 
bloodletting

1 month ①

Jin Z 2015 (30) 60 (30/30) NA & LRT (REN23, REN22, ST9): around the 
larynx; 30 min/session

SA & LRT (DU20, DU16, DU15, 
SJ17): posterior head;  
40 min/session

2 months ①②

Cao WJ 2012 (31) 80 (40/40) SA & LRT (DU15, DU20, DU16, Sishencong): 
top head and posterior head; 30 min/session

BA & LRT (ST4, ST6, ST36, 
ST40, SP3, LIV3, SP9): face and 
lower limbs; 30 min/session

2 months ①

Gong XQ  
2013 (32)

70 (30/20/20) BA (Lingu, Dabai): upper limb;  
30 min/session

A: TDA: 30 min/session; B: BC – ①

Zhang LY  
2019 (33)

120 (40/40/40) CA & LRT (SA & TDA): lateral head and 
posterior head; sublingual; upper limb;  
30 min/session

A: SA & LRT (Lateral head); B: 
TDA & LRT: 30 min/session

1 month ①

Sun N 2018 (34) 62 (31/31) CA & LRT (TDA & TA & SA & NA): lateral 
head and posterior head; sublingual; upper 
limb; around the larynx; 30 min/session

TDA & LRT: 30 min/session 1.5 months ①

Zhao FG 2018 (35) 80 (40/40) CA & LRT (TA & SA & NA) NA & LRT (Zhiqiang, Tunyan, 
Fayin, Waijinjin, Waiyuye): 
pharynx; 30 min/session

0.5 month ①

Jian JY 2019 (46) 80 (40/40) NA & LRT (Tunyan, Zhiqiang, Fayin, REN23, 
Waijinjin, Wai Yuye): around the larynx; 
operating 15s

BC 2 months ①

Han J 2014 (47) 60 (30/30) NA & LRT (Gongxue, Zhiqiang, Tunyan, 
Fayin, REN23): around the larynx;  
30 min/session;

LRT 40 days ①

Xu Y 2017 (48) 60 (30/30) NA & LRT (four pharynx points): around the 
larynx; 20–30 min/session

LRT 1 month ②

Zhao J 2015 (49) 160 (80/80) NA & LRT (Waijinjin, Waiyuye, REN23, 
Laryngeal acupoints): around the larynx;  
30 min/session

LRT 0.5 month ②

Xue JQ 2017 (50) 60 (30/30) NA & LRT (cervical acupoints): around the 
larynx; 30 min/session

LRT 0.5 month ①

Li G 2019 (51) 120 
(30/30/30/30)

NA & LRT (Aqiang): 20 min/session A: LTR B: NA (Aqiang) C: BC 3 months ②

Dong BJ 2011 (52) 60 (30/30) SA & LRT (DU20, DU16, GB14, Sishencong): 
top head and forehead; 30 min/session

LRT 1 month ①

Zhao YY 2013 (53) 32 (16/16) SA & LRT (DU15, DU16, GB20, Pinghengqu): 
posterior head; 30–40 min/session

LRT 1 month ①

Table 2 (continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

Study, year
Sample size (n) 

(EG/CG)
Experimental group Control group

Course of 
treatment

Outcome

Yang L 2017 (54) 120 (40/40/40) SA & LRT (Niesanzhen): lateral head;  
30 min/session

A: SA (Niesanzhen): Lateral head; 
30 min/session; B: LRT

1 month ①

Zou HH 2017 (55) 97 (48/49) BA & LRT (DU26, PC6, HT5, LI14): face; 
upper limb; 30 min/session

BA (DU26, PC6, HT5, LI14): face; 
upper limb; 30 min/session

1 month ①

Zhao YF 2015 (56) 60 (30/30) BA & LRT (DU14, PC9, UB23, HT4, KID3, 
UB52): front and rear torso; lower limbs

TDA & LRT 1 month ①②

Ge HW 2021 (57) 72 (36/36) BA & LRT (REN24, REN22, REN17, REN12, 
REN10, REN6, REN4): anterior trunk;  
30 min/session

TDA & LRT: 30 min/session 2 months ①②

Chen YY 2021 (58) 58 (29/29) TA & LRT (Shengen): sublingual;  
20 min/session

BA & LRT (LU7, KID6, HT5, PC6, 
ST40, SP6, LI4, LIV3, GB20): 
upper and lower limbs;  
20 min/session

1.5 months ①

He H 2019 (59) 70 (35/35) TA & LRT (Shengen, Zuoliang, Zhimai): 
sublingual; lingual surface; penetrating 
needling; prick bleeding

TDA & LRT: 30 min/session 1 month ①

Yu XM 2007 (60) 82 (44/38) TA & LRT (Xinxue, Pixue, REN23):  
sublingual; lingual surface; 20 min/session

TDA & LRT: 20 min/session 1 month ①

Yuan YL 2020 (61) 30 (15/15) TA & LRT (Juhou): lingual surface; 
penetrating needling

TDA & LRT: 30 min/session 0.5 month ①

Hao PF 2018 (62) 120 (60/60) TA & LRT (Jinjin, Yuye): sublingual; prick 
bleeding

LRT 1 month ①

Jia L 2016 (63) 60 (30/30) TA & LRT (lingual surface): penetrating 
needling; prick bleeding

LRT 1 month ①

Luo KT 2012 (64) 60 (32/28) CA & LRT (TA & SA & NA): 40 min/session LRT 1 month ①

Zeng XQ 2005 (65) 60 (30/30) TDA & LRT LRT 1 month ①

Gao HY 2019 (66) 90 (45/45) TDA & LRT: 30 min/session LRT 2 months ①②

Liu H 2020 (67) 80 (40/40) TDA & LRT: 30 min/session LRT 1 month ①

Qi HM 2009 (68) 64 (32/32) TDA & LRT: 30 min/session LRT 20 days ①

Liu SD 2012 (69) 90 (30/30/30) TDA & LRT: 30 min/session A: TDA; B: LRT: 30 min/session 3 months ①

Zhang BD  
2018 (70)

150 (50/50/50) TDA & LRT: 30 min/session A: TDA; B: LRT: 30 min/session 3 months ①

Hao P 2018 (71) 92 (46/46) TDA & LRT: 30 min/session LRT 1 month ①②

Chen LZ 2011 (72) 90 (30/30/30) TDA & LRT: 30 min/session A: LRT; B: BC 2 months ①

Liu XM 2020 (73) 114 (57/57) TDA & LRT: 30 min/session LRT 1 month ①

Shi JL 2021 (74) 65 (35/30) TDA & LRT TDA 3 months ①

Wu LL 2021 (75) 80 (40/40) TDA & LRT LRT 1 month ①

Xu JM 2010 (76) 61 (30/31) TDA & LRT: 30 min/session LRT 2 months ①

He M 2018 (77) 80 (40/40) TDA & LRT: 30 min/session BC 0.5 month ①

Table 2 (continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

Study, year
Sample size (n) 

(EG/CG)
Experimental group Control group

Course of 
treatment

Outcome

Kang K 2017 (78) 88 (44/44) TDA & LRT: 30 min/session LRT 1 month ①

Liang J 2014 (79) 193 (65/63/65) TDA & LRT: 30 min/session A: TDA; B: LRT 2 months ①

Wang GN  
2016 (80)

180 (60/60/60) TDA & LRT: 30 min/session A: TDA; B: LRT 1 month ①

Wu ZJ 2014 (81) 270 (90/90/90) TDA & LRT: 30 min/session A: TDA; B: LRT 1 month ①

Yu JH 2017 (82) 120 (40/40/40) TDA & LRT: 30 min/session A: TDA; B: LRT 1 month ①

Hao PF 2017 (83) 60 (30/30) TDA: 30 min/session BA: 30 min/time 1 month ①

①: curative effect; ②: NIHSS score; REN24: Chengjiang; REN23: Lianquan; REN22: Tiantu; REN17: Danzhong; REN12: Zhongwan; 
REN10: Xiawan; REN6: Qihai; REN4: Guanyuan; ST9: Renying; DU26: Shuigou; DU21: Qianding; DU20: Baihui; DU16: Fengfu; DU15: 
Yamen; DU14: Dazhui; SJ17: Yifeng; ST4: Dicang; ST6: Jiache; ST36: Zusanli; ST40: Fenglong; SP3: Taibai; SP6: Sanyinjiao; SP9: 
Yinlingquan; LIV3: Taichong; GB20: Fengchi; PC6: Neiguan; HT5: Tongli; PC9: Lingdao; LI4: Hegu; UB23: Zhongchong; HT4: Shenshu; 
KID3: Taixi; UB52: Zhishi; LU7: Lieque; KID6: Zhaohai; HT5: Tongli; PC6: Neiguan; ST40: Fenglong. EG, experience group; CG, control 
group; SA, scalp acupuncture; BC, blank control; LRT, language rehabilitation training; NA, nape acupuncture; TA, tongue acupuncture; 
TDA, traditional acupuncture; BA, body acupuncture; CA, combined acupuncture.

Risk of bias in individual trials

Of the 47 eligible studies, 5 studies (29,47,49,73,77) were 
rated as high-risk for inappropriate random number 
generation and distribution concealment, namely, using the 
enrollment order as the random grouping. Furthermore, 2 
(57,81) studies that clearly defined their blinding procedures 
were classified as “low risk,” whereas other studies that 
did not provide such a description were classified as 
“unclear.” One study (58) informed patients of its research 
proposal, hence it was classified as “high risk.” All studies 
lacked complete outcome data and reported their results 
selectively. Furthermore, 1 study (58) designed different 
retention times of needles between the experimental group 
and the control group, which might have an impact on the 
curative effect, consequently it was rated as “high risk” in 
other biases. The detailed risk of bias summary and graph 
of all studies are shown in Figure 2.

Report quality of included RCTs

The STRICTA criteria indicated that 47 studies received an 
average score of 3.92 (3.53–4.37). The quality of research 
report was above average. Most of the included studies 
clearly reported acupuncture types (47/47, 100%) and 
historical background and origin of treatment (39/47, 83%). 
And can also describe the basic parameters of acupuncture 
in detail (46/47, 97.9%). The report on the control groups 

were also detailed (46/47, 97.9%). However, the deficiency 
was that all the researches did not tell the qualification of 
acupuncturists (0/47, 0%). Cohen’s к-statistics were ranged 
from 0.66–1.00, which interpreted the good evaluation 
consistency. The evaluation details are in Table S2.

Results of network meta-analysis

Curative effect
The network meta-analysis included 3,857 patients, 13 
interventions, 27 direct comparisons, and 28 indirect 
comparisons from 44 of the 47 eligible studies that used 
curative impact as an outcome. The network evidence plot 
is shown in Figure 3. A meta-analysis was performed based 
on the 27 direct comparison results. As shown in Table 3, 
only 2 of the 27 direct comparisons were heterogeneous 
(CA&LRT vs. TDA&LRT, I2=68.2%; NA&LRT vs. LRT, 
I2=63.3%), suggesting that the heterogeneity of these 
studies was low and they could be combined for analysis.

In terms of the consistency test, the node splitting 
showed no statistical difference between direct comparison 
and indirect comparison (P>0.05 in 23 comparisons). The 
IF test (Figure 4A) showed that only 2 of the 25 loops 
did not contain zero, indicating good overall consistency. 
The predictive interval plot (Figure 4B) revealed that the 
55 mixed comparison results were consistent with the 
prediction results. All these results demonstrated that not 
only was the network prediction model reliable, but the 

https://cdn.amegroups.cn/static/public/ATM-22-5583-supplementary.pdf
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Figure 3 The network evidence plot. (A) Network diagram of curative effect. (B) Network diagram of NIHSS. NA, nape acupuncture; 
TA, tongue acupuncture; SA, scalp acupuncture; BA, body acupuncture; CA, combined acupuncture; TDA, traditional acupuncture; LRT, 
language rehabilitation training; BC, blank control; NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale.

Figure 2 Risk of bias summary and graph.

consistency model used to analyze the data was also reliable. 
According to the results of head-to-head mixed 

comparison (Figures 4B and Figure 5), BC showed a poorer 
curative effect than 7 other groups (P<0.05), including 
BA&LRT [OR =8.77, 95% CI: (3.38, 22.74)], CA&LRT 

[OR =24.33, 95% CI: (8.92, 66.35)], NA&LRT [OR =9.71, 
95% CI: (3.98, 23.69)], SA&LRT [OR =6.97, 95% CI: (3.04, 
16.0)], TA&LRT [OR =14.98, 95% CI: (6.10, 36.76)], 
TDA [OR =2.26, 95% CI: (1.12, 4.56)], and TDA&LRT 
[OR =7.97, 95% CI: (4.07, 15.60)]. In contrast, there was 
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Table 3 A direct comparison of the curative effect and NIHSS score

Comparison Number of studies OR 95% CI P I2

Curative effect

BA&LRT vs. BA 1 3.57 (1.06, 12.00) 0.04 –

BA&LRT vs. TA&LRT 1 0.42 (0.11, 1.59) 0.202 –

BA&LRT vs. TDA&LRT 2 3.03 (1.00, 9.13) 0.049 0.0%

BA vs. BC 1 2.79 (0.67, 11.55) 0.158 –

BA vs. TDA 2 3.15 (1.16, 8.55) 0.024 18.2%

CA&LRT vs. LRT 1 5.00 (0.94, 26.49) 0.059 –

CA&LRT vs. NA&LRT 1 2.73 (0.92, 8.13) 0.071 –

CA&LRT vs. SA&LRT 1 19.00 (2.34, 154.26) 0.006 –

CA&LRT vs. TDA&LRT 2 6.23 (2.05, 18.96) 0.001 68.2%

NA&LRT vs. BC 1 3.08 (0.75, 12.61) 0.12 –

NA&LRT vs. LRT 2 10.19 (2.97, 35.01) <0.001 63.3%

NA&LRT vs. SA&LRT 1 4.26 (0.81, 22.53) 0.088 –

NA vs. TA 1 3.27 (0.77, 13.83) 0.107 –

SA&LRT vs. BA&LRT 1 2.11 (0.36,12.24) 0.405 –

SA&LRT vs. TDA&LRT 1 1.12 (0.44, 2.85) 0.812 –

SA&LRT vs. LRT 4 4.41 (2.05, 9.48) <0.001 0.0%

SA&LRT vs. SA 1 10.23 (2.14, 48.85) 0.004 –

SA vs. LRT 1 1.11 (0.45, 2.77) 0.816 –

SA vs. BC 1 3.5 (1.06, 11.57) 0.04 –

TA&LRT vs. LRT 2 4.73 (2.10, 10.66) <0.001 0.0%

TA&LRT vs. TDA&LRT 3 4.63 (1.54, 13.96) 0.007 0.0%

TDA&LRT vs. BC 2 7.22 (2.33, 22.41) 0.001 0.0%

TDA&LRT vs. LRT 16 6.49 (4.59, 9.17) <0.001 0.0%

TDA&LRT vs. TDA 7 5.56 (3.36, 9.20) <0.001 0.0%

TDA vs. LRT 6 1.45 (1.02, 2.06) 0.037 10.9%

TDA vs. BC 1 1.71 (0.4, 7.34) 0.468 –

LRT vs. BC 1 2.51 (0.83, 7.64) 0.105 –

NIHSS MD

BA&LRT vs. TDA&LRT 2 −0.17 (−2.8, 2.47) 0.9 89.4%

NA&LRT vs. BC 1 1.06 (−0.68, 2.80) 0.23 –

NA&LRT vs. LRT 3 1.01 (0.60, 1.44) <0.001 0.0%

NA&LRT vs. NA 1 0.03 (−1.69, 1.75) 0.973 –

NA vs. BC 1 1.03 (−0.68, 2.74) 0.237 –

LRT vs. BC 1 1.16 (−0.55, 2.87) 0.183 –

LRT vs. NA 1 0.13 (−1.56, 1.82) 0.88 –

TDA&LRT vs. LRT 2 1.61 (0.98, 2.25) <0.001 0.0%

NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; BA, body acupuncture; LRT, language rehabilitation 
training; TA, tongue acupuncture; TDA, traditional acupuncture; BC, blank control; CA, combined acupuncture; NA, nape acupuncture; SA, 
scalp acupuncture; MD, mean difference.
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Intervention Curative effect NIHSS score

TDA&LRT

3.53 (2.31,5.40)

0.53 (0.27,1.04)

1.14 (0.62,2.10)

3.82 (1.64,8.88)

0.82 (0.36,1.85)

4.70 (3.38,6.52)

0.33 (0.14,0.77)

0.91 (0.43,1.94)

4.87 (2.02,11.74)

7.97 (4.07,15.60)

TDA 

0.15 (0.07,0.31)

0.32 (0.17,0.63)

1.08 (0.45,2.57)

0.23 (0.10,0.55)

1.33 (0.92,1.91)

0.09 (0.04,0.23)

0.26 (0.11,0.58)

1.38 (0.58,3.25)

2.26 (1.12,4.56)

TA&LRT

2.15 (0.92,5.03)

7.17 (2.57,20.03)

1.54 (0.56,4.23)

8.83 (4.57,17.06)

0.62 (0.22,1.76)

1.71 (0.72,4.07)

9.16 (3.26,25.72)

14.98 (6.10,36.76)

SA&LRT

3.34 (1.31,8.53)

0.72 (0.29,1.75)

4.11 (2.28,7.43)

0.29 (0.11,0.75)

0.79 (0.33,1.93) 

4.26 (1.56,11.67)

6.97 (3.04,16.00)

0.25 (0.02,3.08)

NA 

SA 

0.22 (0.07,0.63)

1.23 (0.55,2.75)

0.09 (0.03,0.27)

0.24 (0.08,0.71)

1.28 (0.41,4.00)

2.09 (0.88,4.97)

0.42 (0.07,2.39)

1.66 (0.20,13.89)

NA&LRT

5.72 (2.59,12.64)

0.40 (0.16,0.97)

1.11 (0.38,3.22)

5.93 (1.90,18.51)

9.71 (3.98,23.69)

0.18 (0.05,0.69) 

0.72 (0.09,5.97) 

0.43 (0.14,1.32) 

LRT 

0.07 (0.03,0.16)

0.19 (0.09,0.42)

1.04 (0.43,2.48)

1.70 (0.88,3.26)

CA&LRT 

2.77 (0.91,8.42) 

14.87 (4.54,48.72)

24.33 (8.92,66.35)

0.78(0.18,3.30) 

3.09 (0.17,56.08) 

1.86 (0.19,18.19)

4.30 (0.60,30.88) 

BA&LRT

5.36 (2.12,13.56)

8.77 (3.38,22.74)

0.09 (0.01,1.11) 

0.36 (0.03,3.80) 

0.22 (0.03,1.81)

0.50 (0.06,4.17) 

0.12 (0.01,2.11)

BC

BA 

1.64 (0.62,4.33)

BC-NA&LRT-SA-SA&LRT
CA&LRT-LRT-SA&LRT
BC-NA&LRT-SA&LRT-TDA
CA&LRT-SA&LRT-TDA
BA-BC-TA&LRT 
BA-BA&LRT-TA&LRT-TDA
BC-LRT-NA&LRT 
LRT-TA-TDA 
CA&LRT-LRT-TDA
BA&LRT-SA&LRT-TDA
CA&LRT-LRT-NA&LRT
BC-SA-SA&LRT-TDA 
BC-CA&LRT-NA&LRT-TDA
LRT-SA-SA&LRT 
BC-LRT-TDA
BC-LRT-TA&LRT
BA-BA&LRT-BC-TDA
LRT-NA&LRT-SA&LRT
LRT-SA&LRT-TDA 
CA&LRT-NA&LRT-SA&LRT
LRT-TA&LRT-TDA 
BA&LRT-TA-TDA
BC-LRT-SA 
BC-TA&LRT-TDA 
BA&LRT-LRT-SA&LRT-TA

Loop IF

3.90
2.74
2.40
2.25
2.14
2.11
1.92
1.76
1.74
1.70
1.52
1.50
1.40
1.38
0.76
0.75
0.74
0.73
0.50
0.49
0.48
0.42
0.22
0.22
0.02

0 2 4 6 7 
lF value

0 0.2 1 11 82
Mean value

(0.96,6.84)
(0.00,5.54)
(0.00,5.04)
(0.00,4.98)
(0.00,4.61)
(0.10,4.13)
(0.00,4.15)
(0.33,3.18)
(0.00,3.84)
(0.00,3.99)
(0.00,3.91)
(0.00,3.96)
(0.00,3.84)
(0.00,3.40)
(0.00,2.39)
(0.00,2.61)
(0.00,3.20)
(0.00,3.00)
(0.00,1.77)
(0.00,3.38)
(0.00,1.25)
(0.00,2.49)
(0.00,2.09)
(0.00,2.14)
(0.00,2.50)

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Treatment Effect 
BA vs. BC

BA&LRT vs. BC
CA&LRT vs. Bc

LRT vs. BC
NA&LRT vs. BC

SA vs. BC
SA&LRT vs. BC
TA&LRT  vs. Bc

TDA vs. Bc
TDA&LRT vs. Bc
BA&LRT vs. BA
CA&LRT vs. BA

LRT vs. BA
NA&LRT vs. BA

SA vs. BA
SA&LRT vs. BA
TA&LRT vs. BA

TDA vs. BAT
DA&LRT vs. BA

CA&LRT vs. BA&LRT
LRT vs. BA&LRT

NA&LRT vs. BA&LRT
SA vs. BA&LRT

SA&LRT vs. BA&LRT
TA&LRT vs. BA&LRT

TDA vs. BA&LRT
TDA&LRT vs. BA&LRT

LRT vs. CA&LRT
NA&LRT vs. CA&LRT

SA vs. CA&LRT
SA&LRT vs. CA&LRT
TA&LRT vs. CA&LRT

TDA vs. CA&LRT
TDA&LRT vs. CA&LRT

NA&LRT vs. LRT
SA vs. LRT

SA&LRT vs. LRT
TA&LRT vs. LRT

TDA vs. LRT
TDA&LRT vs. LRT

SA vs. NA&LRT
SA&LRT vs. NA&LRT
TA&LRT vs. NA&LRT

TDA vs. NA&LRT
TDA&LRT vs. NA&LRT

SA&LRT vs. SA
TA&LRT vs. SA

TDA vs. SA
TDA&LRT vs. SA

TA&LRT vs. SA&LRT
TDA vs. SA&LRT

TDA&LRT vs. SA&LRT
TDA vs. TA&LRT

TDA&LRT vs. TA&LRT
TDA&LRT vs. TDA

Mean with 95% CI and 95% 
PrI
1.64 (0.62,4.33) (0.52,5.14)
8.77 (3.38,22.74) (2.85,27.00)
24.33 (8.92,66.35) (7.51,78.74)
1.70 (0.88,3.26) (0.74,3.91)
9.71 (3.98,23.69) (3.35.28.15)
2.09 (0.88,4.97) (0.74.5.91)
6.97 (3.04,16.00) (2.55,19.04)
14.98 (6.10,36.76) (5.14,43.67)
2.26 (1.12,4.56) (0.93,5.46)
7.97 (4.07,15.60) (3.39,18.72)
5.36 (2.12,13.56) (1.79,16.10)
14.87 (4.54,48.72) (3.82,57.94)
1.04 (0.43,2.48) (0.37,2.94)
5.93 (1.90,18.51) (1.60,21.99)
1.28 (0.41,4.00) (0.34,4.75)
4.26(1.56,11.67) (1.31,13.85)
9.16 (3.26,25.72) (2.75,30.52)
1.38 (0.58,3.25) (0.49,3.87)
4.87 (2.02,11.74) (1.70,13.96)
2.77 (0.91,8.42) (0.77,10.00)
0.19 (0.09,0.42) (0.07,0.50)
1.11 (0.38,3.22) (0.32,3.82)
0.24 (0.08,0.71) (0.07,0.84)
0.79 (0.33,1.93) (0.28,2.29)
1.71 (0.72,4.07) (0.60,4.83)
0.26 (0.11,0.58) (0.10,0.69)
0.91 (0.43,1.94) (0.36,2.32)
0.07 (0.03,0.16) (0.03,0.19)
0.40 (0.16,0.97) (0.14,1.15)
0.09 (0.03,0.27) (0.02,0.32)
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Figure 5 Head-to-head mixed comparison. TDA, traditional acupuncture; LRT, language rehabilitation training; TA, tongue acupuncture; 
SA, scalp acupuncture; NA, nape acupuncture; CA, combined acupuncture; BA, body acupuncture; BC, blank control.

Figure 4 The curative effect IF test and predictive interval plot. (A) The result of IF test; (B) predictive interval plot. IF, inconsistency 
factor; NA, nape acupuncture; TA, tongue acupuncture; SA, scalp acupuncture; BA, body acupuncture; CA, combined acupuncture; TDA, 
traditional acupuncture; LRT, language rehabilitation training; BC, blank control; PrI: prediction intervals.

no significant difference between BC and LRT, BA, nor 
SA (P>0.05). The curative effect of CA&LRT was better 
than that of BC, BA [OR =14.87, 95% CI: (4.54, 48.72)], 
LRT [OR =14.34, 95% CI: (6.12, 33.58)], NA&LRT [OR 
=2.51, 95% CI: (1.04, 6.06)], SA [OR =11.65, 95% CI: 
(3.73, 36.45)], SA&LRT [OR =3.49, 95% CI: (1.34, 9.11)], 
TDA [OR =10.78, 95% CI: (4.34, 26.79)], and TDA&LRT 
[OR =3.05, 95% CI: (1.30, 7.17)] (P<0.05). By comparison, 
there was no significant difference between CA&LRT and 
BA&LRT [OR =2.77, 95% CI: (0.91, 8.42)] nor TA&LRT 
[OR =1.62, 95% CI: (0.57, 4.64)] (P>0.05). The comparison 
between other interventions is shown in Figure 4B and 
Figure 5.

The curative effect of 11 interventions that could be 

transmitted was ranked by Sucra probability (Figure 6). As 
shown in Figure 6A, the efficacy of the 11 interventions 
was ranked as follows: CA&LRT > TA&LRT > NA&LRT 
> BA&LRT > TDA&LRT > SA&LRT > TDA > SA > 
BA≈LRT > BC. 

The comparison-adjusted plot was used to test the 
publication bias of the model. The results showed that the 
funnel chart was symmetrical, indicating a low possibility of 
publication bias (Figure 7). 

NIHSS score

A total of 7 studies reported NIHSS scores, involving 6 
interventions (BA&LRT, BC, LRT, NA, NA&LRT, and 
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Figure 7 A comparison-adjusted plot for curative effect. TDA, traditional acupuncture; LRT, language rehabilitation training; BC, blank 
control; BA, body acupuncture; CA, combined acupuncture; NA, nape acupuncture; SA, scalp acupuncture; TA: tongue acupuncture.

Figure 6 Sucra cumulative probability. (A) Ranking of curative effect, and (B) ranking of NIHSS score. NIHSS, National Institutes of 
Health Stroke Scale; BC, blank control; BA, body acupuncture; LRT, language rehabilitation training; CA, combined acupuncture; NA, 
nape acupuncture; SA, scalp acupuncture; TA, tongue acupuncture; TDA, traditional acupuncture.

TDA&LRT). There were 8 direct comparisons, as indicated 
in the network evidence plot (Figure 3). A heterogeneity 
test conducted for direct comparison suggested that the 
heterogeneity of the model was low (Table 3).

The results of the consistency test showed that the IF 

with 95% CI of the two detected loops (BC-LRT-NA&LRT 
and LRT-NA-NA&LRT) by NIHSS score contained 
zero [IF =1.19, 95% CI: (0.00, 3.66); IF =1.19, 95% CI: 
(0.00, 3.64)]. The node splitting showed good consistency 
between the direct comparisons and indirect comparisons 
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of NIHSS score (P>0.05 in all comparisons). To summarize, 
the NIHSS score network analysis produced reliable results.

A consistency model was used to analyze the data, and 
the results of the head-to-head mixed comparison are shown 
in Figure 5. The NIHSS score indicated that the efficacy 
of TDA & LRT was better than that of LRT [mean =5.52, 
95% CI: (1.45, 20.98), P<0.05], whereas other comparisons 
were not statistically significant (P>0.05). The efficacy of 
the 6 interventions in terms of NIHSS score was ranked as 
follows: TDA&LRT > BA&LRT > NA&LRT > NA > LRT 
> BC (Figure 6B).

Discussion

The results of network meta-analysis

The curative effect reflects the recovery of language 
function in patients with PSD by using the improvement in 
the Frenchay dysarthria assessment scale or other language 
function assessment scales as the judgment standard. 
The results of the consistency test for the curative effect 
model of 11 intervention measures show good consistency 
and reliable analysis results. The curative effect of the 11 
interventions were ranked by network meta-analysis as 
follows: CA&LRT > TA&LRT > NA&LRT > BA&LRT 
> TDA&LRT > SA&LRT > TDA > SA > BA≈LRT > BC. 
CA&LRT, as the best intervention, combined more than 
two kinds of acupuncture methods, namely, TA, NA, SA, 
and BA. This suggested that combining more than two types 
of acupuncture interventions produces better results than a 
single acupuncture intervention. TA&LRT was the second 
most effective intervention. Tongue acupoints can be found 
on both the lingual and sublingual surface, and acupuncture 
techniques include pricking and bleeding at the tongue 
acupoints, deeply stabbing into the root of the tongue, and 
twisting after stabbing. The meta-analysis of TA in the 
treatment of PSD previously conducted by the research 
team showed that the curative effect of acupuncture at 
sublingual acupoints was better than that at lingual surface 
acupoints, and combining multiple techniques had a better 
performance than a single one treatment modality (84).  
NA&LRT ranked third most curative. Neck acupoints 
are mainly distributed around the thyroid cartilage and 
hyoid bone. The acupuncture direction is mostly towards 
the posterior pharyngeal wall, which makes the pharynx 
itchy. Strong stimulation manipulation is unsuitable for 
neck acupuncture due to the dense distribution of cervical 
arteries. Selecting acupoints away from pronunciation 

organs (BA&LRT, SA&LRT) or without targeted treatment 
(TDA&LRT) had poor effects. Acupuncture combined 
with LRT had better therapeutic effects than simple 
acupuncture, which suggested that combined LRT can 
improve the curative effect of acupuncture. The curative 
effect of both acupuncture methods (whether paired with 
LRT or not) was higher than that of simple LRT and BC, 
confirming the effectiveness of acupuncture in rehabilitation 
treatment. 

The NIHSS score reflects the recovery of neurological 
function in stroke patients, and only 7 of the 47 eligible 
studies reported this index, involving 6 intervention 
measures. Network meta-analysis showed good consistency 
and high reliability. The curative effect was ranked as 
follows: TDA&LRT > BA&LRT > NA&LRT > NA > LRT 
> BC. TDA&LRT had the best impact on neurological 
function recovery among the 6 involved interventions, 
followed by BA&LRT and NA&LRT. The results showed 
that TDA (GB20, SJ17, DU15, PC6, HT5, DU26, SP6, 
ST36, REN23, Jinjin, Yuye, etc.) was not only effective 
in the treatment of dysarthria but also beneficial to the 
recovery of neurological function (85-87). Therefore, 
although CA&LRT, TA&LRT, and NA&LRT have better 
effects on the recovery of language function (88,89), 
acupoints at other parts of the body should also be increased 
in the treatment of stroke patients to help the recovery of 
neurological function.

Evaluation of the safety of acupuncture therapy

Most of the experiments included in this study did not 
evaluate safety events. A small part of the studies mentioned 
that no serious adverse events occurred during the study, 
which suggests that acupuncture treatment may be safe. 
At the same time, it also potentially indicates that such 
researches were insufficient for safety evaluation, and this 
important issue needs to be considered in later research. 
Clinical studies on acupuncture need to evaluate possible 
adverse events such as pain, hematoma, dizziness, nausea, etc.

Mechanisms of acupuncture treatment

Dysarthria, a clinical manifestation of post-stroke 
pseudobulbar palsy, is mainly caused by central spastic 
paralysis of related articulatory muscles (tongue, soft palate, 
throat, etc.). Pseudobulbar palsy is characterized by an 
upper motor lesion induced by bilateral disturbance of the 
corticobulbar tracts (90). Damage to the bilateral cortical 
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medullary pathway can result in pseudobulbar paralysis, 
with stroke being one of the most common causes. The 
incidence rate of post-stroke pseudobulbar palsy is about 
51% (91). In recent years, an increasing number of clinical 
studies have shown the effectiveness of acupuncture in 
the treatment of pseudobulbar paralysis (92-97). Chinese 
scientists have made great efforts to validate the curative 
impact of acupuncture on PSD, resulting in several clinical 
achievements (98). Acupuncture treatment can significantly 
enhance the speech function of patients with dysarthria 
(35,76,99). Despite its clinical effectiveness, the mechanisms 
of acupuncture in the treatment of dysarthria remain to be 
fully elucidated. Therefore, we investigated the mechanisms 
linking acupuncture to the nervous system, vascular 
reconstruction, and muscular function recovery.

There were a large number of studies linking acupuncture 
to the recovery of nerve and muscle function. Furthermore, 
existing reports have confirmed that acupuncture has 
neuroprotective and nerve regeneration effects (100-103). 
A study showed that acupuncture may activate cannabinoid 
type-1 receptors in astrocytes to increase the level of the 
endogenous cannabinoid, thus protecting neurons during 
cerebral ischemia (104). In addition, acupuncture can reduce 
post-stroke brain edema and promote the proliferation, 
migration, and differentiation of neural stem cells (86), 
and promote the generation of neurotrophic factors, to 
protect nerves (105). Acupuncture can also activate the 
inherent antioxidant enzyme system by regulating the 
oxidative stress mechanism. The excessive formation of 
reactive oxygen species was prevented in this regulation to 
reduce the excessive oxidative stress response in the brain 
during the onset of cerebral infarction (106). Furthermore, 
it can regulate cerebral blood flow and activate cerebral 
angiogenesis after ischemic cerebral infarction (107). A 
recent study reported the electrophysiological mechanism 
of electroacupuncture (108). Electroacupuncture may play 
a therapeutic role by regulating electroencephalogram 
frequency. In addition, the changes in the magnetic 
resonance images of the brain after acupuncture may 
provide potential evidence for the improvement of brain 
function after acupuncture (109,110).

Acupuncture has also been shown to promote the 
recovery of peripheral nerves and muscles. A study 
demonstrated that acupuncture can promote the recovery 
of rats with median nerve rupture and restore the functions 
of nerve-innervated muscles (111). Moreover, it can 
assist in the functional recovery of nerves and muscles in 
patients suffering from upper limb nerve injury (112). The 

mechanism of acupuncture promoting nerve regeneration 
has also been confirmed. Acupuncture may promote facial 
nerve regeneration by upregulation of Glial Cell-derived 
eurotrophic factor (GDNF) and N-cadherin mRNA in 
facial neurons, demonstrating the nerve regeneration-
promoting function of acupuncture (113). In addition, 
another report confirmed that electroacupuncture can 
promote Schwann cell proliferation and elevate nerve 
growth factors (114). Electroacupuncture with appropriate 
frequency can promote muscle protein synthesis by 
regulating the PI3K/Akt pathway and its downstream 
molecular mTOR target, expression of FoXO and 
F-box; and downregulate the expression of downstream 
FoXO and F-box protein 32 (Atrogin-1) to reduce 
protein degradation (115). Dry acupuncture at the Ashi 
acupoint can promote gene expression in muscle tissues 
and accelerate the process of muscle regeneration (116).  
Electroacupuncture can also increase the level of glutathione 
in muscle tissues and prevent muscle fatigue (117).  
Furthermore, electroacupuncture has been shown in a study 
on healthy college students to increase muscle content, skin 
temperature, and skin blood flow (118). 

Many studies have demonstrated that the dysphonia 
caused by primary increased muscle tone can be significantly 
improved by symptomatic speech therapy. Many sound 
therapies, such as yawning sighs, resonance sound therapy, 
visual and EMG biofeedback, progressive relaxation, 
and perilaryngeal massage, can help relieve or rebalance 
laryngeal muscle hyperfunction and symptoms (119-121). 
Perilaryngeal treatment can improve the dysphonia caused 
by increased muscle tone (122). Acupuncture at neck 
acupoints can shorten the distance between hyoid bone and 
thyroid cartilage (123), alleviating neck muscular tension 
and spasm. This also provides evidence of curative effect 
for the treatment of dysarthria with TA and NA (both 
acupuncture sites involve areas around the throat). 

The above analysis demonstrated that acupuncture plays 
a part in the treatment of PSD through the central system-
efferent nerve-pronunciation muscle pathway (Figure 8). 
Acupuncture in different areas has various therapeutic 
effects. SA, for example, can promote the recovery of the 
cerebral central nervous system after stroke and facilitate 
the connection of the bilateral cortex medulla oblongata 
pathway. TA, NA, BA, and other acupuncture can come 
into play by stimulating the recovery of peripheral nerves 
and balancing vocal muscle spasms. Our analysis revealed 
that combined acupuncture was more effective for disease 
treatment. However, this is merely a speculation based on 
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Figure 8 Potential mechanisms of acupuncture in the treatment of post-stroke dysarthria.

existing evidence. How acupuncture works in the treatment 
of PSD remains to be elucidated by clinical and animal 
experimental research.

Risk bias assessment and research quality evaluation 
analysis

The results of the risk bias assessment suggested that there 
may be a greater risk of bias. It was probably due to the lack 
of methodology in acupuncture clinical research. We used 
the STRICTA criteria to evaluate the quality of acupuncture 
clinical research reports and got 3.92 points (the full score is 
6 points). This was actually a good score, which means that 
the quality of the included research reports was medium 
above. Otherwise, there was less heterogeneity in the direct 
comparison results of the meta-analysis. The consistency of 
mixed comparison results was relatively good. The funnel 
graph was symmetrical, and the possibility of publication 
bias was small. To sum up, the results of this study should 
be viewed dialectically. Although there may be bias risk, the 
overall model was relatively stable. This suggests that more 
scientific research methods are needed in the later clinical 
research of acupuncture. The results of this network meta-

analysis can provide a possible reference for later clinical 
research.

Conclusions

Acupuncture has a good therapeutic effect on PSD. Among 
the six types of different acupuncture regimens studied, CA, 
TA, and NA may have the best impact on language function 
recovery. Acupuncture combined with LRT has superior 
effect compared to simple acupuncture alone. Acupuncture 
can promote the recovery of neurological function in 
patients with stroke. Therefore, treatment of patients with 
PSD should focus on the recovery of neurological function 
and increase the number of acupoints at other parts of the 
body, such as the head and limbs, in addition to tongue 
acupoints and neck acupoints. We believe that acupuncture 
may have a role in the treatment of PSD through the 
central nerve-efferent nerve-pronunciation muscle pathway 
based on previous studies on the therapeutic mechanism 
of acupuncture. The network meta-analysis data and 
the inference of acupuncture mechanisms are based on 
existing research. The results of this study have clinical 
relevance and provide guidance for the clinical treatment 
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of dysarthria, as well as research into the superior curative 
effects of acupuncture and related mechanisms. Clinical 
and animal research with larger sample size is required to 
further validate these results.
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Table S1 Basic information of included studies

Study (year) Sample size (n) (EG/CG) Sex (n) (Male/Female) Age (year) Stroke type (n) (CI/CH)
Course of disease (d=day, m=month, w=week, 
y=year)

Guan ZM 2016 (27) 120 (60/60) EG: 36/24; CG: 40/20 EG: 60.36±2.23; CG: 61.57±1.96 EG: 37/18; CG: 45/11 -

Shi SF 2012 (28) 57 (30/27) EG: 18 /12; CG: 16/11 EG: 60.14±11.82; CG: 59.84±10.54 EG: 22/8; CG: 16/11 EG: (7.79±4.29)d; CG: (6.92±4.74)d

Bi Y 2012 (29) 60 (30/30) EG: 20/10; CG: 17/13 EG: 28-82; CG: 31-80 EG: 25/5; CG: 23/7 –

Jin Z 2015 (30) 60 (30/30) EG: 17/13; CG: 16/14 EG: 55.4±11.6; CG: 56.8±12.0 EG: 12/18; CG: 11/19 EG: (77.2±32.0)d; CG: (77.4±32.7)d

Cao WJ 2012 (31) 80 (40/40) EG: 26/14; CG: 24/16 EG: 52-72; CG: 50-74 – EG: 3-7 m; CG: 3-8 m

Gong XQ 2013 (32) 70 (30/20/20) EG: 21/9; CGa: 14/6
CGb: 11/9

EG: 63.57±4.43; CGa: 66.14±5.06
CGb: 64.57±4.43

EG: 22/8; CGa: 17/3; 
CGb: 12/8

EG: (164.54±57.91)d; CGa: (170.01±62.44)d;CGb: 
(164.54±57.91)d

Zhang LY 2019 (33) 120 (40/40/40) EG: 21/19; CGa: 26/14
CGb: 23/17

EG: 65.01±9.53;CGa: 62.24±9.13
CGb: 61.00±9.87

EG: 17/23; CGa: 15/25; 
CGb: 15/25

EG: (5.36±2.91)w; CGa: (5.10±2.80)w; CGb: 
(5.98±3.33)w

Sun N 2018 (34) 62 (31/31) EG: 17/14; CG: 16/15 EG: 51.27±3.40; CG: 49.33±3.72 EG: 18/13; CG: 19/12 EG: (19.45±5.84)d; CG: (20.12±5.07)d

Zhao FG 2018 (35) 80 (40/40) EG: 23/17; CG: 25/15 EG: 61±9; CG: 63±8 – –

Jian JY 2019 (46) 80 (40/40) EG: 15/25; CG: 20/20 EG: 46-72; CG: 49-68 – EG: 4 m-6y
CG: 7m-5y

Han J 2014 (47) 60 (30/30) EG: 20/10; CG: 18/12 EG: 58.20±6.10; CG: 56.42±8.50 EG: 26/4
CG: 25/5

EG: (28±2.3)d
CG: (29±2.1)d

Xu Y 2017 (48) 60 (30/30) EG: 17 /13; CG: 18/12 EG: 60.16±9.06; CG: 74.2±34.1 – –

Zhao J 2015 (49) 160 (80/80) EG: 53/27; CG: 54/26 EG: 63.83±12.65; CG: 64.11±13.19 – –

Xue JQ 2017 (50) 60 (30/30) EG: 18/12; CG: 14/16 EG: 63.36±15.5; CG: 62.43±12.4 EG: 25/5; CG: 24/6 EG: (2.24±0.38)d; CG: (2.15±0.45)d

Li G 2019 (51) 120 (30/30/30/30) EG: 17/13; CGa: 16/14; CGb: 15/15; 
CGc: 15/15

EG: 60.36±3.73; CGa: 60.12±3.62; CGb: 
60.32±3.68; CGc: 60.37±3.67

– EG: (15.47±3.74)d; CGa: (15.43±3.62)d; CGb: 
(15.48±3.67)d; CGc: (15.49±3.68)d

Dong BJ 2011 (52) 60 (30/30) EG: 15/15; CG: 16/14 EG: 35-74; CG: 40-72 EG: 18/12; CG: 17/13 EG: 3-70 d; CG: 10-60 d

Zhao YY 2013 (53) 32 (16/16) EG: 10/6; CG: 9/7 EG: 55.10±7.35; CG: 52.29±8.10 – EG: 3-7 d; CG: 3-7 d

Yang L 2017 (54) 120 (40/40/40) EG: 26/14; CGa: 25/15; CGb: 27/13 EG: 57.68±10.47; CGa: 58.11±11.43; 
CGb: 56.97±12.83

– EG: (72.45±12.84)d; CGa: (71.83±11.69)d; CGb: 
(72.87±13.67 )d

Zou HH 2017 (55) 97 (48/49) EG: 22/10; CG: 19/13 EG: 64.5±10.37; CG: 62.3±9.48 – EG: (14.65±5.19) m; CG: (15.09±4.44) m

Zhao YF 2015 (56) 60 (30/30) EG: 26/4; CG: 25/5 EG: 60.5±9.8; CG: 61.3±9.4 – –

Ge HH 2021 (57) 72 (36/36) EG: 27/9; CG: 25/11 EG: 55.31±11.61; CG: 53.69±12.92 – EG: (9.37±5.19)m; CG: (9.81±4.99)m

Chen YY 2021 (58) 58 (29/29) EG: 17 /12; CG: 11/18 EG: 62.87±8.66; CG: 63.00±6.50 – EG: (24.24±1.19)d; CG: (23.54±1.25)d

He H 2019 (59) 70 (35/35) EG: 15/20; CG: 17/18 EG: 61.20±10.27; CG: 57.86±12.11 EG: 25/10; CG: 29/6 EG: (10.57±6.06)d; CG: (9.54±6.19)d

Yu XM 2007 (60) 82 (44/38) EG: 26/18; CG: 23/15 EG: 40-79; CG: 42-80 EG: 38/6; CG: 34/4 EG: 20d-6m; CG: 20d-6m

Yuan YL 2020 (61) 30 (15/15) 17/13 64.35 – 0.5-3m

Hao PF 2018 (62) 120 (60/60) EG: 38/22; CG: 36/24 EG: 59.3±8.7; CG: 59.6±9.1 EG: 25/35; CG: 28/32 EG: (1.02±0.68)m; CG: (1.00±0.74)m

Jia L 2016 (63) 60 (30/30) EG: 18 /12; CG: 18/12 EG: 62.30±11.29; CG: 62.37±11.46 – –

Luo KT 2012 (64) 60 (32/28) EG: 18/14; CG: 17/11 EG: 56.21; CG: 57.43 EG: 29/3; CG: 24/4 EG: (72.05±54.22)d; CG: (71.32±52.16)d

Zeng XQ 2005 (65) 60 (30/30) EG: 18/12; CG: 19/11 EG: 60.5±10.17; CG: 62.7±9.28 – –

Gao HY 2019 (66) 90 (45/45) EG: 23/22; CG: 24/21 EG: 50.1±12.3; CG: 49.7±11.7 – EG: (60.8±12.3)d; CG: (61.3±11.1)d

Liu H 2020 (67) 80 (40/40) EG: 25/15; CG: 24/16 EG: 65.1±7.2; CG: 63.2±8.5 – EG: (3.13±1.40)m; CG: (2.85±1.72)m

Qi HM 2009 (68) 64 (32/32) EG: 22/10; CG: 19/13 EG: 64.5±10.37; CG: 62.3±9.48 – –

Liu SD 2012 (69) 90 (30/30/30) EG: 18 /12; CGa: 16/14
CGb: 19/11

EG: 56.02±11.23; CGa: 58.21±10.46
CGb: 55.36±12.01

– EG: (71.20±11.15)d; CGa: (70.38±12.03)d
CGb: (72.01±11.23)d

Zhang BD 2018 (70) 150 (50/50/50) EG: 24/26; CGa: 23/27
CGb: 24/26

EG: 54±3.9; CGa: 56±3.7
CGb: 56±3.5

– EG: (2±1.1)m; CGa: (2±1.1)m
CGb: (2±1.1)m

Hao P 2018 (71) 92 (46/46) EG: 29/17; CG: 26/20 EG: 57.51±10.84; CG: 59.27±11.24 EG: 39/7; CG: 38/8 –

Chen LZ 2011 (72) 90 (30/30/30) EG: 14/16; CGa: 15/15; CGb: 16/14 EG: 60±8; CGa: 61±7; CGb: 60±5 EG: 22/8; CGa: 20/10; 
CGb: 21/9

EG: (28.20±6.70)d; CGa: (27.66±6.90)d; CGb: 
(28.10±6.34)d

Liu XM 2020 (73) 114 (57/57) EG: 33/24; CG: 35/22 EG: 61.55±3.69; CG: 61.56±3.71 EG: 37/20; CG: 36/21 EG: (4.57±0.78)w; CG: (4.56±0.76)w

Shi JL 2021 (74) 65 (35/30) EG: 19 /16; CG: 16/14 EG: 58.96±4.27; CG: 58.8±4.53 EG: 35; CG: 35 -

Wu LL 2021 (75) 80 (40/40) EG: 22/18; CG: 23/17 EG: 49.15±9.21; CG: 49.28±9.32 - EG: (2.49±1.13)m; CG: (2.62±1.03)m

Xu JM 2010 (76) 61 (30/31) EG: 23/7; CG: 26/5 EG: 52.6±12.7; CG: 52.2±12.3 - EG: (2.80±2.13)m; CG: (2.48±1.69)m

He M 2018 (77) 80 (40/40) EG: 20/20; CG: 21/19 EG: 64; CG: 66 EG: 22/18; CG: 19/21 -

Kang k 2017 (78) 88 (44/44) EG: 23/21; CG: 24/20 EG: 53.56±2.45; CG: 53.90±2.81 – EG: (5.54±0.35)d; CG: (5.01±0.41)d

Liang J 2014 (79) 193 (65/63/65) 103/90 52.29±8.10 – 3–7d

Wang GN 2016 (80) 180 (60/60/60) 118/62 42-79 – –

Wu ZJ 2014 (81) 270 (90/90/90) EG: 49/41; CGa: 55/35; CGb: 51/39 EG: 60±10; CGa: 61±10; CGb: 60±9 EG: 52/38; CGa: 63/27; 
CGb: 46/44

EG: (3.9±7.8)m; CGa: (2.7±6.7)m; CGb: (3.5±5.7)m

Yu JH 2017 (82) 120 (40/40/40) 64/56 53.3±7.4 – –

Hao PF 2017 (83) 60 (30/30) EG: 21/9; CG: 24/6 EG: 54.3–70.3; CG: 56.8–72.2 EG: 21/9; CG: 22/8 EG: 5.6m; CG: -

EG: experience group. CG: control group. CI: cerebral infarction. CH: cerebral hemorrhage. 
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Table S2 The STRICTA criteria scoring result summary

Items Description
No. of positive 

trials
%

Cohen’s κ 
coefficient

95% CI

1. Acupuncture rationale 
(explanations and 
examples)

1a) Style of acupuncture (eg, Traditional Chinese Medicine, 
Japanese, Korean, Western medical, Five Element, ear 
acupuncture).

47 100.0 1.00 1.00

1b) Reasoning for provided treatment, based on historical 
context, literature sources, or consensus methods, with 
references where appropriate.

39 83.0 0.76 (0.51, 1.02)

1c) Extent to which treatment varied. 5 10.6 0.90 (0.70, 1.10)

2. Details of needling 
(explanations and 
examples)

2a) Number of needle insertions per subject per session 
(mean and range where relevant).

4 8.5 1.00 1.00

2b) Names (or location if there was no standard name) of 
points used (uni/bilateral).

46 97.9 1.00 1.00

2c) Depth of insertion, based on a specifified unit of 
measurement, or on a particular tissue level.

35 74.5 0.84 (0.66, 1.02)

2d) Response sought (eg, de qi or muscle twitch response). 29 61.7 0.83 (0.67, 0.99)

2e) Needle stimulation (eg, manual, electrical). 44 93.6 0.85 (0.55, 1.14)

2f) Needle retention time. 42 89.4 0.88 (0.64, 1.11)

2g) Needle type (diameter, length, and manufacturer or 
material).

24 51.1 0.83 (0.67, 0.99)

3. Treatment regimen 
(Explanations and 
examples)

3a) Number of treatment sessions. 46 97.9 1.00 1.00

3b) Frequency and duration of treatment sessions 42 100 1.00 1.00

4. Other components of 
treatment (explanations 
and examples)

4a) Details of other interventions administered to the 
acupuncture group (eg, moxibustion, cupping, herbs, 
exercises, lifestyle change).

43 91.5 1.00 1.00

4b) Setting and context of treatment, including instructions 
to practitioners, information and explanations to patients.

29 61.7 0.91 (0.79, 1.03)

5. Practitioner background 
(explanations and 
examples)

5) Description of participating acupuncturists 
(qualififications or professional affifiliations, 
years in acupuncture practice, other relevant experiences).

0 0 1.00 1.00

6. Control or comparator 
interventions (explanations 
and examples)

6a) The rationale for the control or comparator in the 
context of the research question, with sources that justify 
this choice.

46 97.9 0.66 (0.03, 1.28)

6b) A precise description of the control or comparator. If 
sham acupuncture or any other type of acupuncture-like 
control was used, provide details as in items 1–3 above.

39 83.0 0.76 (0.51, 1.02)
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